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Distinguished Partners and Sponsors,
The 7th edition of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum has officially come to an end. We can proudly say
that our project proved to be an immense success yet again. We keep on strengthening the
Sino-Polish relations every year.
Our Forum has become a professional space for exchanging ideas, skills and knowledge. It helps
to build a constructive dialogue between Poland and China by tearing down cultural barriers.
Participants of the Forum engage in efforts to deepen bilateral cooperation in multiple areas.
The 7th edition of our project was an important voice in the debate on the future of Poland and
China. In 2020, we primarily focused our attention on topics related to energy and discussed the
future of energy together with the impact that it has on Earth.
Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we did not manage to achieve all of our goals. We
had to radically change our plans for this edition and try our hand at the virtual world. COVID-19
prevented us from arranging short-term exchanges with students from China University of
Political Science and Law. We are proud to announce that despite all the adversities, we
managed to implement our project. We have adapted to the new form of conducting meetings
and endeavoured to make the best of the new opportunities. Social media played a crucial role
in the 7th edition: we have published a series of posts about energy and business, aimed at
broadening the knowledge of our readers. We also managed to organize a series of meetings of
the Energy Law Academy as well as webinars with outstanding specialists from leading law firms,
which were certainly our immense success.
We could not have accomplished any of that without the priceless help of our partners and
sponsors who were enthusiastic about our project concepts and helped us bring our vision to
fruition. On behalf of every single member of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum, we wish to express our
sincere gratitude for your partnership and sponsorship. It enabled us to take our Project to a
higher level by invariably gaining experience and striving for excellence.
We are delighted to inform you that the preparations for the 8th edition of the Warsaw-Beijing
Forum have already started. Our new board and teams are doing their best to make our project
even more exceptional in the academic year 2021/2022.
Therefore, we will be honoured to welcome your assistance and support during this year’s
edition.

Warsaw-Beijing Forum Team

OVERVIEW: POLAND & CHINA
2020 was a surprising year for many as the COVID-19 pandemic slowed down
international trade and the suspension of the global supply chain made this year a
genuine struggle for most economies. Nevertheless, the global crisis helped to
strengthen bonds between some of the nations. This was precisely the case with the
Sino-Polish relations, which were reinforced by parties supporting each other with
medical supplies in the times of highest need. The relationship between the Republic of
Poland and the People’s Republic of China, which started over 71 years ago, will not only
stand the test of time but is expected to continue to flourish in the years to come.
As we look at the economies of both countries, many major plans were announced in
2020. Chinese’s 14th five-year plan was drafted and presented as a new national
strategy to ensure continued economic development and furtherance of the Belt and
Road Initiative. Also, a new ambitious strategy to fight environmental pollution was
presented, focusing especially on sustainable energy production. Simultaneously, the
draft of the Polish Energy Policy was announced, to ensure that the Polish energy
transformation will consider the issues of climate change and security.
Moreover, close relations between Poland and China can be observed in the field of
culture. In 2021 a new protocol on cultural cooperation has been signed be the two
countries, ensuring that the relationship between its nations is multidisciplinary.
Both nations are expected to lead the post-COVID-19 economic recovery. As Poland
breaks another record in Chinese direct investment and China becomes more focused
on cooperation with its closest global economic partners, it is important to mention that
the success of Sino-Polish cooperation is due to multiple similarities between both
nations, as stressed Yao Dongye, the Deputy Chief of Mission at the Embassy of PRC.
With the decline of the virus cases, the new milestones in relationships may be achieved,
and the ambitious energy plans of the two nations will be swiftly reached.
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DIGITAL PRESENCE
The COVID-19 pandemic crisis has not prevented our social media platforms from
sharing knowledge about the Chinese economy, business etiquette and culture. The
challenging situation has made many people work and spend their free time online.
This, in turn, contributed to the rapid development of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum’s
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn accounts. Besides promoting webinars
and open online events regarding Sino-Polish cooperation and dialogue development,
we welcomed two series of posts at the Warsaw-Beijing Forum's fanpage: Energy
Thursday and Chinese Business Week.
The former was initiated in July 2020 and included seven articles on Chinese energy
sources and strategies, thus corresponding to the main theme of the 7th edition of the
Project. The latter started in December 2020 and provided general information about
the cultural aspects of conducting business with partners from China. It included four
articles covering the topic of Chinese style of negotiation. The idea of the initiative was
to educate potential Polish-Chinese associates as well as to share knowledge with all the
followers and friends of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum interested in the area. It is worth
emphasizing that all of the posts were published both in Polish and English, making it
possible to reach a wide variety of audiences.

As already mentioned, the social media accounts were not on hiatus even during
summer. In that period, the Facebook fanpage of Students' Organization for Law and
Economy of China (as well as its Polish-language equivalent) were providing the readers
with articles titled Chinese Weekend, focused on Chinese culture and its background
in philosophy and history of the Middle Kingdom. Also, the news regarding the
Chinese economy and international affairs are regularly shared on the platform,
keeping its followers up to date.
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DIGITAL PRESENCE
The previously mentioned webinars and online events are a driving factor for our
Facebook Page. During the 7th edition of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum, 14 events have
been organised, of which as many as 13 were held online.
The organised events enjoyed great interest and contributed significantly to increasing
the online visibility of our organization. Those events were promoted through multiple
channels (on all our platforms, as well as online forums and groups) in order to reach as
many recipients as possible. Thanks to this strategy, our most anticipated event, “The
Dream about Shanghai“, could boast an audience of over 105 000. Our other events,
such as “Chinese political thought: past and present”, “Is this the end of the trade war?
On relations between China and the US'', “The impact of Covid-19 on Chinese
investments in Poland” all reached almost 40 000 recipients.

Events published on Warsaw-Beijing Forum's Facebook fanpage

Collaboration with outstanding experts, covering up-to-date topics and diversified online
promotion contribute to a significant number of followers on our Facebook fanpage,
which now amounts to over 4 500. However, the content we share reaches an even
more impressive group of over 190 000 recipients. Gathered followers are keenly
interested in China and are closely following our activities. This translates not only into
the lectures but also in articles and other content we share.
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DIGITAL PRESENCE
Starting from November, regular Instagram stories have been published, named:
"Heritage Sites", "Chinese History", "Cities of China", and "Pecularities of Chinese
Law." Thanks to such initiative, a continually growing group of followers was able to
deepen their knowledge through studying infographics and become all the more aware
of the differences and similarities between Poland and China. In the situation of the
pandemic, numerous photos and memories of past journeys to the People's Republic of
China were published, so that travelling and exploring new places could be possible for
followers even without leaving their homes. On top of that, invitations to webinars and
open online events organised by the Forum were posted, as well as short reports
followeing the meetings. It all contributed to the massive development of the Instagram
account: the number of followers reached over five hundred in 2020 and is constantly
increasing.

Stories published daily on Warsaw-Beijing Forum's Instagram and Facebook account

Keeping in mind the particular characteristics of each social media platform, the
LinkedIn account of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum represents a more professional aspect
of the Project. It publishes detailed reports of events organised by the Forum, such
as a series of webinars on the subject of policies on energy named Energy Law
Academy. Its purpose is also to maintain good relations with partners and sponsors of
the Project. Additionally, it gathers all the Project team members, showing their
professional accomplishments within the Warsaw-Beijing Forum's activities.
By and large, running social media accounts constitutes an important part of the
Forum’s operations, as it fulfills the marketing and educational goals of the Project,
contributing to its continuous development and reaching a wide audience.
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LIST OF EVENTS
20th January 2020
Chinese Negotiations. General Meeting of an energy company

During an open meeting, we discussed the characteristic features of the Chinese
style of negotiation and focused on what distinguishes it from the European style.
As a practice, everyone participating had an opportunity to take part in a
simulation of a General Meeting of an energy company. Participants tried to
increase the value of the company despite the economic slowdown and prevent a
decline in revenues. The issue of introducing renewable energy sources was also
raised.

25th February 2020
Is coronavirus from Wuhan a threat?

In January, an epidemic broke out in the city of Wuhan. The mass media sparked
increasing anxiety about the spread of the virus. Paweł Grzesiowski MD-PhD and
Dagny Krankowska MD answered the most important questions related to the
origin of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, explaining how to avoid it and what effects it may
bring.

27th February 2020
Is it the end of the trade war? Relations between China - US

After years of imposing tariffs, leading to economic problems, the US and China
declared their will to end the trade war. Our speakers were Prof. Bogdan
Góralczyk, Mr Adrian Zwoliński and Mr Paweł Behrendt from the Boym Institute.
They explained the causes of the US-Chinese dispute and its consequences for
the global economy. We also discussed the chances of ending the trade war.

3rd March 2020
International aspect of cooperating with the Chinese client.
Exclusive meeting organised by Bird&Bird law firm

Members of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum participated in an exclusive meeting
organised by Bird&Bird law firm. Att. Aleksander Nentwig and att. Marcin Alberski
described the characteristics of their jobs including the international aspect of
cooperation with Chinese clients. After the lecture, a Q&A session was held, which
allowed us to deepen our knowledge in the area of Chinese investments in the
Polish energy sector and comparison of UE’s and China’s regulations on antitrust
law.
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LIST OF EVENTS
27th May 2020
The impact of Covid-19 on Chinese investments in Poland

In cooperation with the SDZLEGAL Schindhelm law firm, we raised the topic of
investments carried out by Chinese entities in Poland during the pandemic. The
lecture was giben by Dr Agnieszka Łuszpak-Zając who advises Polish and foreign
companies in the field of contract law and other aspects of civil law. During the
webinar, our guest presented the legal regulations and practices regarding
investments by the Chinese in Poland.

29th May 2020
Online workshops with representatives of Clifford Chance Poland
law firm on international corruption regulations

Together with students from our partner university, China University of Political
Science and Law, we had an opportunity to take part in an online workshop
organised for us by Clifford Chance Poland. The meeting consisted of two parts,
during which attorney Paweł Pogorzelski and att. Monika Diehl presented
international anti-corruption regulations and legal protection of foreign
investments in Poland.

26th November 2020
Chinese political thought: past and present

Our guest was Mrs. Patrycja Pendrakowska, the President of the Boym Institute.
The meeting broadened our knowledge about the development of China’s political
doctrine in the past centuries. China's importance in the international arena is only
increasing, but the political philosophy of the People's Republic of China is still not
fully understood. Thanks to a holistic approach to the legal and political topic, we
could understand how it contributes to China's position as a world power.

6th December 2020
The dream of Shanghai – life in the largest agglomeration of China

During the online meeting with influencers Weronika Truszczyńska and Nadia
Urban we had the opportunity to hear about their experiences of living in
Shanghai. Our speakers answered the questions from the audience about the
everyday life of the Shanghainese and the foreigner’s perspective at a Chinese
university.
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LIST OF EVENTS
8th December 2020

Energy Law Academy with DLA Piper
Legal regulations regarding the renewable electricity generation
sector in Poland and its operation in times of COVID-19
Att. Łukasz Jankowski, att. Mateusz Koszel, att. Paweł Makaruk and att. Barbara Radosz
from DLA Piper conducted workshops on investments in renewable energy sources
such as photovoltaics. They described the investment process and current changes in
the functioning of renewable energy caused by the pandemic, and the available
support measures that a potential investor can count on from local governments.

10th December 2020
Energy Law Academy with Clifford Chance

Protection of foreign investments in Poland, including the energy
sector. Systems of supporting investments of renewable energy in
Poland
The meeting was divided into two blocks. During the first part, att. Paweł Puacz
talked about the issues related to the support systems for investments in
renewable energy sources in Poland. The second issue was discussed by att.
Monika Diehl and related to the protection of foreign investments in Poland,
including the energy sector. After the end of both blocks, participants had the
opportunity to ask questions about investments in the energy sector.

14th December 2020
Energy Law Academy with Linklaters Warsaw

Sustainable development versus law: how is regulation driving green
change?
The doctrine of sustainable development in the light of the applicable law was
raised by att. Wojciech Podlasin LL.M and Mr. Michał Wołangiewicz LL.M. They
presented the challenges that today's legislators must face in striving to achieve a
consensus between environmental protection and economic development.
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LIST OF EVENTS
15th December 2020
Energy Law Academy with DLA Piper (2)

Climate law - the most important issues for the energy sector
During the lecture, Dr Radosław Maruszkin comprehensively presented the
process of developing climate law. He focused on the law of the European Union,
talked about the planned legal changes in the field of climate law and raised the
issues of the European Emissions Trading System. The most important Polish acts
on climate protection and the issues of other legal acts relating to the environment
and climate law were also presented.

16th December 2020
Energy Law Academy with Wolf Theiss

RES as a source of investments in economic growth - analysis of
selected technologies
In cooperation with the law firm Wolf Theiss, we raised the legal aspects of
renewable energy sources in the market and economic context. Att. Konrad Kosicki
and att. Sylwia Zwolan LL.M discussed issues related to investments and the
impact of GDP. They focused on solar energy as a key resource that plays an
increasing role in economic processes.

17th December 2020
Energy Law Academy with SDZLEGAL SCHINDHELM

RES in the new Chinese energy law - does Poland have anything to
learn?
The workshop was conducted on the latest regulations in the energy sector in
China. Dr. Agnieszka Łuszpak-Zając and Mr. Bartosz Frydel explained how the
Chinese law has regulated the use of energy resources. Moreover, the impact of
Chinese solutions on Poland in introducing green energy was discussed.
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LIST OF EVENTS
24th March 2021
Understanding the Mindset of Chinese Consumers

The webinar aimed to analyse the rapid increase in the importance of e-commerce
in China and the psychological and social factors behind it. The experts invited to
address this topic were professor Alan Barell, Henry O’Farrell and professor
Vincent Yip. They compared different approaches to purchasing in China and
Western countries and discussed how culture influences consumer choices.
Furthermore, they analysed the most effective marketing activities in Chinese
business and emphasised the psychological mechanism rendering certain
products more desirable to Chinese consumers.

10th - 11th April 2021
Conference

More information included on next pages.
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ENERGY LAW ACADEMY
Energy Law Academy was a series of webinars on new policy-related issues on
energy, particularly renewable energy sources. It was organised within the project
Warsaw-Beijing Forum by the Students’ Organization for Law and Economy of
China between 7th and 20th December 2020.
The very first webinar was conducted by att. Łukasz Jankowski, att. Mateusz Koszel,
att. Paweł Makaruk, and Barbara Radosz from DLA Piper. It was devoted to
“Renewable energy sources regulations and its extraordinary situation during
COVID-19 times”. Speakers shared their remarkable expertise on the issue at hand,
thanks to which participants were introduced into the field of renewable energy sources,
the investment processes, and the changes and challenges of this developing sector.

The second webinar revolved around the topic of “Protection of foreign investments
in Poland, including the energy sector. Support schemes for investments in
renewable energy sources in Poland” and was hosted by Clifford Chance. Att. Paweł
Puacz and att. Monika Diehl led the webinar, whereas Mr. Barnaba Rud-Chlipalski
oversaw the organization of the meeting. The discussion was focused on the topics of
foreign investments and what risk the investors might face, as well as the ways of
protecting against that risk.
The third workshop was mainly focused on the subject of “Balanced development vs
law: How regulations fuel the green wave?”. It was held thanks to the speakers: att.
Wojciech Podlasin LL.M. and Michał Wołangiewicz LL.M. from Linklaters Warsaw.
They shed light on new and innovative ways in which law influences environmentallyfriendly changes in the energy sector.
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ENERGY LAW ACADEMY

DLA Piper hosted another workshop, this time on the topic of “Climate law – key
issues concerning the energy sector”. Dr Radosław Maruszkin explored the
process of introducing new climate laws as well as discussed the most pressing
issues addressed in national and international law regulations. Apart from
describing the most important Polish climate laws, he also mentioned the
approach of the European Union, including the EU Emissions Trading System.
The subject of the penultimate conducted seminar was: “Renewable energy
sources – investments and its effects on economic growth”. Att. Konrad
Kosicki and att. Sylwia Zwolan LL.M. from Wolf Theiss shared their legal
knowledge and expertise in order to explain complex legal mechanisms to the
participants. Subjects mentioned included analysis of exemplary renewable energy
technologies and changes that come along with them.
The last meeting of the series was focused specifically on China. Our long-term
partner SDZlegal Schindhelm held a workshop on “Renewable energy sources in
Chinese energy law – what does Poland have to learn?”. Dr Agnieszka
Łuszpak-Zając and Mr Bartosz Frydel elaborated on how the energy law in China
has been changing recently due to the introduction of renewable energy sources.
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CONFERENCE ORGANISERS

CONFERENCE SPONSORS & PARTNERS

CONFERENCE HONORARY PATRONAGES

CONFERENCE MEDIA PATRONAGES

CONFERENCE
The Seventh Edition of Warsaw-Beijing Forum was coped by The International Online
Conference Between China and Europe – Energy for Future Earth. Apart from the
participants of the Forum and the Students’ Organization for Law and Economy of
China at the University of Warsaw, the conference was also attended by
representatives of Polish and foreign academic institutions, diplomatic corps,
partners and sponsors.
Many distinguished guests honoured us with their presence during the online event and
delivered compelling speeches. Each of the speakers had the opportunity to share their
invaluable knowledge and experience with the participants, for which they were thoroughly
grateful as could be seen from the number of questions asked during the event.

Saturday, 10th April

Sunday, 11th April

Opening 9:30-11:45 (CET)

Panel IV 10:15 – 11:45 AM (CET)
Energy Market Liberalization in the EU
and Energy Market Liberalization
Between the EU and China

Panel I 12:00 AM – 1:30 PM (CET)
Between Environmental Protection
and Energy Security
Panel II 1:45 – 3:15 PM (CET)
Climate Neutrality Programs
Green Transformation

and

Panel III 3:30 – 5:00 PM (CET)
Offshore – China & Europe
Opportunities for Poland
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–

Panel V 12:00 AM – 1:30 PM (CET)
Sustainable development – the Use of
New Technologies to Protect the
Environment
Panel VI 1:45 – 3:15 PM (CET)
New approach to energy policy:
business and regulatory drivers of
green transformation in Europe
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CONFERENCE
Opening
The Conference’s speeches had been arranged in seven panels, focusing on the topics of
the presentations.

Professor Piotr Grzebyk
University of Warsaw
Vice-Dean for Research &
International Cooperation,
Polish Research Centre for
Law and Economy of China

Professor Alan Barrell,
DBA., FRSA.
Chairman of the
Cambridge Learning
Gateway

Marta Piechocińska
Polish-Asian
Chamber of Commerce,
China-Europe-Poland:
energy and climate

After Action Review 2020

Prime Minister Janusz
Piechociński
Polish-Asian
Chamber of Commerce

Paulina Uznańska
Polish Research Centre for
Law and Economy of China,
former WBF coordinator
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CONFERENCE
Panel I: Between Environmental Protection and Energy Security
The natural environment is a universal value that should be protected through developing
ecological awareness and adequate education about national and international legal
regulations. Therefore, the Conference focused also on climate neutrality programmes.

Wen Xiang, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
University of Copenhagen, –
Renewable Energy Regulation
and Policy in China

Professor Łukasz Gacek
Jagiellonian University –
China’s 14th Five-Year
Plan (2021-2025): Long
Road to Carbon Neutrality

Brad Hiller, Ph.D.
University of Cambridge –
Environmental protection
and energy security within
sustainable & low-carbon
resilient development

Panel II: Climate Neutrality Programmes & Green Transformation
This second panel of the Conference undoubtedly increased the listeners’ knowledge on
the topic of environmental protection.

Rafał Kozerski
SSW Pragmatic Solutions –
Do existing competition rules
in the EU support or hamper
the implementation of the
European Green Deal?
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Maksymilian Piekut
SSW Pragmatic Solutions –
Financing the green
transformation:
Understanding Innovation
and Modernisation Fund

Magdalena Porzeżyńska,
Ph.D.
Brysiewicz, Bokina, Sakławski
& Partners – European Green
Deal and Its Implications for
State Aid in the Energy Sector
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CONFERENCE
Panel III: Offshore – China
& Europe – Opportunities
for Poland
Patrycja
Pendrakowska
Boym Institute –
The development
of offshore in
China: challenges
and opportunities

Radosław
Maruszkin Ph.D
DLA Piper,
University of
Warsaw –
Permitting for
offshore in Poland

Jakub Bednerek
Ministry of
Infrastructure –
Environmental
impacts of offshore
wind farms – actions
undertaken in the
framework of the
HELCOM
Paulina Stachura
NGL Legal – Polish
offshore wind farms
support system
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Panel IV: Energy Market
Liberalization in the EU and
Between the EU and China
Agnieszka
Łuszpak-Zając,
Ph.D. –
Energy market
liberalization
in the EU

Marcel Brinkmann
– Energy market
liberalization
between the EU
and China

Qian Zhang –
Energy market
liberalization
between the EU and
China

Bartosz Frydel –
Energy market
liberalization
in the EU
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CONFERENCE
Panel
V:
Sustainable
development – the Use of
New
Technologies
to
Protect the Environment

Panel VI: New approach to
energy policy: business and
regulatory drivers of green
transformation in Europe

Prof. Martin Garrat
Chief Executive of
Cambridge
Cleantech – Leading
Edge Cleantech
Innovations to Help
Achieve the SDG’s
and Address the
Climate Crisis

Jakub Dąbrowski –
Renewable Energy –
legal & business
framework

Maciej Sokołowski,
Ph.D Associate
Professor Keio
University,
University of
Warsaw – Do
Androids Dream of
Sustainable
Development?

Tomasz Pleskot –
What else apart
from RES? Selected
low-carbon energy
sources, including
nuclear power

Professor Alan
Barrell, DBA., FRSA.
Chairman of the
Cambridge Learning
Gateway – Open
Innovation,
Technology Transfer
and Knowledge
Sharing in support
of Sustainability
Goals – Practical
Approaches and a
China-West Case
Study
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Wojciech Podlasin,
LL.M. – EU
competition law
and sustainability
objectives

Michał
Wołangiewicz –
ESG – megatrend
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CONFERENCE
Closing remarks, Sunday 11th April, 3:30 – 4:00 PM (CET)

Stephane Pouffary (CEO, ENERGIES 2050) – Climate Long Term low
carbon Strategies and NDC revision as an opportunity to drive
changes for an inspiring fair future
Mr Pouffary works in the field of international cooperation for
more than 30 years. Over 10 years ago, he founded the ENERGIES
2050 association which is now active in more than 70 countries of
which he is the General Manager.

Conclusion
The International Online Conference ‘’Between China and Europe - Energy for Future Earth’’
was a great event and an exceptionally valuable experience for both the members of the
7th Edition of Warsaw-Beijing Forum, as well as the speakers and the participants. The
Conference broadly explored the most important aspects of energy law and went beyond
the field to analyse problems faced by the modern world’s energy sector and its future
from different perspectives.
The Conference’s distinguished guests and panelists who, through their speeches, shared
invaluable knowledge as well as expertise have certainly inspired all the participants and
sparked or reignited their interest in the area.
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PARTICIPANTS
Academic Supervision
Piotr Grzebyk

Project Academic Supervisor
University of Warsaw
Head of the School of Polish Law, assistant professor at the Faculty of Law

at the University of Warsaw. Board Member of the European University Centre
at Peking University. Judicial assistant in the Supreme Court. Holds the
Diploma in an Introduction to English Law and the Law of the European Union,
University of Cambridge, 2006. Author of inter alia Jurisdiction in employment
matters according to 44/2001 Regulation, Wolters 2011 and Collective Labour
Law. Case-law, CH Beck 2010 (both in Polish). Visiting professor in Ljubljana,
Zagreb, Sofia and Beijing (Peking University Law School, China University of
Political Science and Law, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences). In 2014
awarded in the Mentoring programme of the Foundation for Polish Science.

Board Members
Laura Ruszel

Main Coordinator
Partners & Sponsors Team Coordinator
University of Warsaw
Fourth-year student at the Faculty of Law and Administration and third-year
student at Faculty of Political Science and International Studies, both at the
University of Warsaw. She speaks fluent English, has a basic command of
French and works hard on improving her Chinese. Her main professional
interests include EU, international and energy law. Beyond that, she is
fascinated by psychology and playing tennis.

Kamil Opara

Partners & Sponsors Team Coordinator
University of Warsaw
Second-year Master’s degree student at the Faculty of Political Science and
International Studies with Security Studies specialisation and third-year
student at the Faculty of Law and Administration, both at the University of
Warsaw. He has also studied international relations at the University of Kent
within the Erasmus exchange. He speaks fluent English and basic Spanish. His
favourite academic research topics include China-USA relations, armed
conflicts and North Korean issue. He loves Italian food, travelling, festivals.
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PPAARRTTI CI C
I PI A
P NATNST S
Board Members
Marcel Machaliński

Logistics Team Coordinator
University of Warsaw
Fifth-year student at The Faculty of Law and Administration at The University
of Warsaw. His main interests include politics and history (especially XIX
century). His professional interests include, but are not limited to, civil,
administration and corporate law. He speaks English fluently and has basic
knowledge of the Russian language. In his spare time he enjoys reading
books, cooking and watching movies.

Emilia Szostak

Marketing Team Coordinator
University of Warsaw
Third-year Bachelor’s degree student at the Department of Chinese Studies at
the University of Warsaw. Her professional interests include the culture,
history and economic development of China as well as contemporary
international relations and politics in East Asia. Currently she is a participant
of the School of Law and Economy of China. Emilia speaks fluent Chinese,
English, Korean, Japanese and basic French.

Krzysztof Jaworski

Finance Team Coordinator
University of Warsaw
Fourth-year student at the Faculty of Law and Administration at the
University of Warsaw. A graduate of the School of Law and Economy of China.
He speaks fluent English and has a basic command of Spanish. He organised
numerous national and international scientific conferences that aimed to
improve students’ research skills. Member of Consultative Council at
University of Warsaw and University of Warsaw Senate Science Committee.
He is fascinated by philosophy and history.
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PPAARRTTI CI C
I PI A
P NATNST S
Justyna Kanas

University of Warsaw
The Board Member of the Warsaw-Beijing Forum: Youth for Business
Association. A third-year law student at the University of Warsaw. Besides
Mandarin, she speaks English fluently and has a very good command of
German. Her professional interest focuses on administrative and antitrust
law, which broadens by delivering papers on conferences, also publishing
articles. She is passionate about cooking, keen on gathering new experience.
The biggest fan of stand-ups in the project.

Magdalena Gaca
University of Warsaw

Third-year law student at the Faculty of Law and Administration at the
University of Warsaw. She speaks fluent English and has a basic knowledge of
the German language. Engaged in scientific activities - she is the vicepresident of Students’ Organisation of Mediation, Negotiation and Arbitration
and member of the Faculty of Law and Administration’s Council. She has
gained professional experience in the Notary Office. Interested in capital
markets and stock exchange. She holds a Financial Markets Brokerage
Certificate # 91 of the Association of Brokers and Advisers. In her spare time
she practices her sailing skills and music production.

Karolina Pajączek
University of Warsaw

Fourth-year law student at the University of Warsaw. Currently pursuing the
Diploma in English Law and Legal Skills supervised by the University of
Cambridge. She graduated from German Law School, organised by the
University of Warsaw in cooperation with the University of Bonn. She speaks
fluent English and German besides she is improving Spanish and French. Her
professional interests are focused on intellectual property law and contract
law. In spare time she plays tennis, travels and explores new cultures.

Julia Antosiewicz
University of Warsaw

A third-year student at the Faculty of Law and Administration at the
University of Warsaw. Julia speaks fluent English and has a very good
command of French. Actively involved in volunteering and social activities.
Her main professional interests are medical and pharmaceutical law. She is
interested in science (especially biology), languages and arts. In her free time
she enjoys reading books and travelling.
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PPAARRTTI CI C
I PI A
P NATNST S
Michał Ścibura

University of Warsaw
Second-year student of Law at the Faculty of Law and Administration at the
University of Warsaw. The winner of the Social Communication Olympiad, a
finalist of the Philosophy Olympiad and a grantee of the Scholarship
Programme of the City of Warsaw. He speaks fluent English and has an
intermediate understanding of French. His professional interests include civil,
international and environmental law. Privately, he is an enthusiast of graphic
design, aircraft, American and Asian culture.

Martyna Szoja

University of Warsaw
Second-year student at the College of Interdisciplinary Individual Studies in
Humanities and Social Sciences. A graduate of the Polish Children’s Fund and
International Class Afloat. An enthusiast of literature, foreign languages
(particularly Russian and Chinese), theatre and sport. Coordinator of a
volunteering project for high school students from the East.

Anna Serwach

SGH Warsaw School of Economics
Fifth-year student at the SGH Warsaw School of Economics. She took part in a
variety of student projects, activities and programmes, including Erasmus
programme at Technische Universität Berlin as well as CEMS MiM at
Copenhagen Business School. She speaks fluent English and German as well
as basic Italian. Her main interests cover finance, marketing, aviation and
Asian culture. Anna is passionate about the international environment which
makes her pursue an international career. She devotes her free time to
photography, cooking and exploring new places.

Paweł Bedla

Warsaw School of Economics
First-year Master’s degree student at the Warsaw School of Economics. He
holds a Bachelor’s degree in Chinese studies from the Jagiellonian University
in Krakow. He also completed the Chinese Language Training Programme at
Beijing Foreign Studies University. Besides Mandarin, he speaks fluent English
and has a basic command of French. His extracurricular interests include East
Asian cinema, politics, international affairs, sustainability and sports.
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Małgorzata Kobyszewska
University of Warsaw

First-year Bachelor’s degree student at the University of Warsaw, majoring in
International Relations. She speaks fluent English and Italian, basic French
and is now eagerly learning Korean and Chinese. Interested in various
cultures around the world and the way they create and influence societies.
Admires and appreciates art in its different forms and styles.

Aleksandra Kozerska
University of Warsaw

Second-year student at the Faculty of Law and Administration at the
University of Warsaw with a Bachelor of European Law from Maastricht
University. She was an exchange student in Peking’s University School of
Transnational Law. She speaks fluent English, basic German, and continues to
learn Chinese. She is interested in intellectual property, corporate and
international law, while her hobbies include travelling, exploring Korean and
Chinese cuisine, and studying psychology.

Zuzanna Pudło

University of Warsaw
First-year student at Faculty of Political Science and International Studies at
the University of Warsaw. She speaks fluent English, advanced German, has a
basic command of Spanish and is currently learning Chinese on a basic level.
She has recently become interested in international and criminal law as well
as Chinese business culture. In her spare time, she enjoys travelling,
volunteering and roller skating.

Hanna Soral

University of Warsaw
Second-year student at the College of Interdisciplinary Individual Studies in
Humanities and Social Sciences majoring in Law and Chinese Studies. She is
fluent in English, speaks German at an advanced level and is currently
learning Chinese. Her interests include Chinese civil law, gender
discrimination and social psychology. Besides being passionate about Polish
and English literature, she is also an aspiring writer who enjoys mountain
hiking.
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Filip Golędzinowski

Adam Mickiewicz University
Second-year student of Law at the Faculty of Law and Administration at the
University of Warsaw. The winner of the Social Communication Olympiad, a
finalist of the Philosophy Olympiad and a grantee of the Scholarship
Programme of the City of Warsaw. He speaks fluent English and has an
intermediate understanding of French. His professional interests include civil,
international and environmental law. Privately, he is an enthusiast of graphic
design, aircraft, American and Asian culture.

Weronika Tabor

East China Normal University
Weronika graduated from the University of Economics in Wrocław with an
Engineering Degree. She has knowledge about the Chinese academic and
business environment, because of work and educational experience in China.
She speaks fluent English and basic Chinese. She has been working in IT for 3
years and she is experienced in cooperation with International customers,
mainly from the USA. Weronika is interested in Chinese culture and language,
current International Relations, mainly between China and the USA,
international communication and geopolitics aspects.

Oliwia Ostrowicka

SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities
Second-year student at SWPS University in Warsaw. Dedicated to obtaining
new knowledge in several fields and fascinated with Asian culture. Fluent
English, currently in the process of learning Mandarin. Her professional
interests revolve mostly around marketing and business but she also pursues
development in the psychology field. In her free time, Oliwia is keen on
travelling, learning new things and working on various business or hobby
projects. She’s also practising as an at-home barista.

Agata Gawryl

Jagiellonian University
Third year bachelor's degree student in Far Eastern Studies, module China at
Jagiellonian University in Cracow. She is fluent in English, Chinese and speaks
Korean on a good level. She is also practising her skills in Arabic. She has
attended the Advanced Research Project at the Beijing Foreign Studies
University. This course allowed her to develop language skills and understand
Chinese business culture. Interested in the current political and economic
situation in Asia, environmental protection and culinary traditions of China.
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Zofia Jeziorska

University of Warsaw
First year Law student at the University of Warsaw. Zofia speaks several
languages including: her native tongue- Polish, English in which she is fluent
and has obtained a C1 (CAE) certificate, moreover she can communicate in
German and is an eager learner at beginning level in both Greek and French.
A part of her linguistic and legal studies she is interested in international
relations and deeply cares for environmental issues. Furthermore she greatly
appreciates and strives to get to know cultures of other countries with
particular emphasis on Asian ones.

Agata Kłabińska

Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań
First-year Master’s degree student at Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań.
She speaks fluent English, has a good command of Chinese, basic Japanese
and currently learning Spanish. During her bachelor’s degree she did
traineeships in the Chinese Chamber of Commerce as well as in Confucius
Institute. In the past she also worked as a volunteer in various projects and
conferences. Furthermore, she participated in a partner cities exchange
programme between Poznań and Shenzhen. She is keen on Chinese culture,
business, travelling and spends her spare time practising table tennis.

Julia Szcześniak

University of Warsaw
Third-year student at the Faculty of Law and Administration at the University
of Warsaw. Julia earned her bachelor's degree in 2020 after attending Korean
Studies at the University of Warsaw. She speaks fluent English and some
Spanish, German and Japanese. Participated in many projects, many
connected with the official student's television of the University of Warsaw Uniwerek.tv. She fell in love with Asian culture at the age of 8 and still
develops her interest in this field. Julia is fascinated by international law and
environmental protection law.

Franciszek Ploch
University of Warsaw

Second-year sociology student at the University of Warsaw, where he
previously received his Master in law. Before, he studied EU law, human
rights and philosophy at KU Leuven university. Professionally, he is well
versed in the rule of law projects implemented in developing countries, as
well as in gender equality and the rights of persons with disabilities. Besides
his passion for experimental music, he is interested in critical epistemology,
feminist philosophy and Deaf culture
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Weronika Judka

University of Warsaw
Fourth-year Law student at the University of Warsaw. Member of Board at
Students’ Organization for Intellectual Property Law. Two years in a row she
was chosen as students’ representative at the Faculty of Law and
Administration Council. She graduated with honors from the School of Law
and Economy of China in Warsaw. She speaks fluent English and French, has
basic command of Chinese, Japanese and Russian. Her academic interests
include Chinese intellectual property law and foreign investment law. In her
free time, she is a figure skating aficionado.

Olga Ostrowska

University of Warsaw
Fourth-year law student at the University of Warsaw. Her professional
interest focuses on labour and energy law. Additionally, legal volunteering is
important to her. On the other hand, in her spare time she likes to write.
Maybe one day she will publish a book. It's her dream. She is also interested
in new technologies, Chinese culture, self-development and effective learning
techniques. She plans to continue learning Chinese.

Angelika Raciborska

University of Warsaw, SGH Warsaw School of Economics
-year Master’s degree student of Finance and Accounting at SGH where she
earned her Bachelor’s degree in Global Business, Finance and Governance.
Speaks fluent English and is currently learning French and Korean. Spent a
semester studying at NEIU Northeastern Illinois University in Chicago.
Participated in multiple projects, e.g. related to women in business and
environmental challenges. Passionate about renewable energy sources and
American culture.

Oliwia Lachman

University of Warsaw
Second-year student at the Faculty of Law and Administration at the
University of Warsaw. Oliwia is fluent in English, has a basic command of
Russian and is currently learning Chinese. Her academic interests include
Intellectual property and pharmaceutical law. In her spare time she enjoys
reading belles-lettres, dancing in heels and travelling.
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Aleksander Wiaderek

University of Warsaw, SGH Warsaw School of Economics
A third-year student at the Faculty of Law and Administration at the
University of Warsaw and the SGH Warsaw School of Economics. A secondyear student at The Center for East European Studies. He speaks fluent
English and has a very good command of Spanish and Russian. In his spare
time, he develops his skills in French. His professional interests are focused
on international and criminal law. Besides, he is passionate about Russian
literature.

Adrian Domański
University of Łódź

Third-year student of international finance at the Faculty of Economics and
Sociology in Lodz. He is interested in East Asian markets and learns Chinese
to study in China, learn about the country's culture and broaden his
perspective. In his spare time, he explores the world of private equity and
plays chess with friends.

Katarzyna Borowiec
University of Warsaw

Second-year student at the Department of Chinese Studies at the University
of Warsaw. She speaks fluent English and has a good command of French.
Currently developing her skills in Chinese and Japanese. Her interests include
foreign languages, literature and problems of the modern world in China. In
her spare time she enjoys reading books and practising Chinese calligraphy.

Martyna Zwierzchowska
SGH Warsaw School of Economics

Fifth-year Master’s degree student at the SGH Warsaw School of Economics,
participant in countless academic and social projects, worked as a volunteer.
Her professional interests include investment funds, real estate and Chinese
economy, as well as global affairs. Lately, her favourite academic topic is the
financial aspect of the Belt and Road Initiative.
She speaks fluent English, basic German and currently learning Chinese.
Passionate about Chinese history, cinematography and art.
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Weronika Mikusek
University of Warsaw

Student at the Department of Chinese Studies at the University of Warsaw,
interested in expanding interpersonal relations in the field of business,
culture and language. She developed these skills during her scholarship
summer programme in Taiwan. Weronika worked as an assistant to project
manager in a non-profit foundation as well as an intern in POLIN museum
and the Polish National Opera. She devotes her spare time to practising
photography skills, travelling and exploring new cultures.

Karol Dulek

University of Warsaw
Third-year student at the Department of Chinese Studies at the University of
Warsaw. He speaks fluent English, intermediate Chinese, Japanese and basic
Spanish. Karol’s interests include history, culture and international relations
of East Asian countries as well as learning foreign languages and traveling. In
his spare time he loves reading books and articles related to his interests and
watching interesting movies and shows.

Giuseppe Adamo
University of Warsaw

Second-year MA in International Relations, Bachelor Degree in European
Studies at the Catholic University of Lublin, a member of the Digital
Ambassador Program for the Polish Education in the World as well as of the
Didactic Council of the faculty of Political Sciences of UW. He won the
Scholarship “Poland my First Choices” in 2019 and the best speaker prize at
CULMUN in 2017. Moreover, he took part in the Polish governmental Council
for dialogue with the younger generations. A freelance content creator
providing Geopolitical Analysis for different Italian think-tanks.
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Maria Szczurek
University of Warsaw

Second year student at the Faculty of Law and Administration at the
University of Warsaw. She was supposed to be a participant in the Chinese
Law taught in English programme at the China University of Political Science
and Law in 2020. She speaks fluent English, advanced French and less than
basic Chinese. She has recently become interested in Chinese business
culture as well as Polish criminal law. Enjoys cycling, hiking, crocheting and
volunteering.

Mateusz Chojnacki
University of Warsaw

Third year student at the Faculty of Managament and second year law
student at the Faculty of Law and Administration at the University of Warsaw.
He speaks fluent English and has an intermediate command of French. His
professional interests include commercial and civil law. In his spare time he
enjoys sports and thought-provoking books.

Wiktor Danel

University of Warsaw
Wiktor gained his experience in cross-national cooperation by studying
abroad at the University of Amsterdam, as well as by representing Poland at
the international conferences of the European Youth Parliament. He
organised national conferences that aimed to promote entrepreneurial
behaviour in students. Moreover, he was one of the creators of the
nationwide social project that tackled the issue of exclusion of people with
Asperger’s Syndrome. His hobbies include professional debating and
recreational windsurfing.
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Magdalena Gaca
Partners Team Coordinator
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Karolina Pajączek
Partners Team Coordinator
+48 721 001 092

Julia Antosiewicz
Logistics Team Coordinator
+48 782 910 718

Michał Ścibura
Public Relations Team Coordinator
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